


What was the President Thinking?
   
He was thinking what an awesome year we’ve had.  What a
great time as a club.  We are in a new location and we have
had a great run at contesting and are still at it throughout the
rest of this year.  There are some new things coming up to
automate  our  club  processes  that  we  are  discussing  and
some very cool people in our club doing them currently and
will continue to do them. Thank you to everyone one of my
friends in the club for  you hard  work  and always being
willing to help others when they need it.

We will  be doing a SKYPE seminar soon with Bob Heil
when I can get it finalized and will offer other clubs in our
area a seat at that event.  That information will be upcoming
soon.

If  we  see  someone  in  need  let’s  all  provide  them with
whatever they need and be the best Ham Radio club in our
area.

Thank you to everyone and have a very blessed next two
months.

Don’t  forget  about  the  upcoming Safety  training  facility
event coming up when they finalize the information at the
college we will share that information via email.  Let’s have
as many hands on deck once that is found out.

Be blessed all  my friends and let  me know if  you need
anything.

73 to all my friends at West Park Radiops 
Stephen Kinford, 

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE…   
  For  many  years  West  Park  Radiops
volunteers have helped LCAC volunteers sort
and deliver articles to the needy. As an ARRL
Special Service Club, our members assist this
activity every year. Our next opportunity will
be on Saturday, November 22.  More members
helping would  be welcome.   We will  again
help with the LCAC in December!

RECENT NETS & TALK…
  For the Club’s nets, we have switched over to
only  operating  on  2m  on  147.36+.  Many
interesting discussions are being summarized
in  our  almost  weekly net  reports.  However,
you must  have a clear  shot  at  the repeater's
receiving antenna to use an HT. 

2014 MEETING PROGRAMS...
  The following topics are still on the list for
programs:  SKYPE  with  Bob  Heil,  shack
videos,  a possible fox  hunt  in nice weather.
Now we have some new ideas in the making,
such  as  comparing  different  Web  browsers,
Echolink  and/or  IRLP,  or  one  of  the  old
standbys such as Smith Chart or Transmission
Line Analysis.
    Of course  new program suggestions are
always welcome.
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HR 4969 CONGRESSIONAL SUPPORT...
                   (from the ARRL Web pages  9/24/14 )  
An intense effort during the few days in September that Congress was in session has resulted in 47 co-sponsors for 
the Amateur Radio Parity Act of 2014 (H.R. 4969). Another half-dozen or so US House Members have indicated 
that they will sign on when Congress returns, something they can do only while Congress is in session. Congress 
went into recess on September 19. ARRL President Kay Craigie, On Capitol Hill: Wind-tousled ARRL Hudson 
Division Director Mike Lisenco, N2YBB. [Courtesy of Kay Craigie, N3KN]

The Amateur Radio Parity Act of 2014, introduced in the US House of Representatives with bipartisan support in 
late June, calls on the FCC to apply the "reasonable accommodation" three-part test of the PRB-1 federal pre-
emption policy to private land-use restrictions regarding antennas. The limited PRB-1 pre-emption currently 
applies only to state and municipal land-use ordinances, not private agreements.  members of Congress who were 
contacted now know that Amateur Radio exists in their districts and that hams have interests that deserve notice. 

"A lot of politics is based on relationships. Contacts made with members of Congress about H.R. 4969 contribute 
to establishing relationships that can be maintained and enhanced in the future," President Craigie said. "Does your 
Congressman know how Amateur Radio makes your district a safer place to live if disasters occur? Does your 
Congressman know how radio amateurs in your district introduce young people to hands-on wireless 
communication, laying the foundation for careers? What we certainly can do is to build relationships that will serve
our interests -- and the public interest -- if not right now, then in the future."

President Craigie encouraged League members whose representatives have become co-sponsors to thank their 
lawmakers, on the phone or in writing. "It's good manners and a good relationship-building strategy," she pointed 
out. "Members can also seek out opportunities during the current congressional recess to make a case for the bill at 
their representatives' district offices and at events. In short: Keep on!" 



FCC SAYS NO TO 4 METERS...
                 (from the ARRL 9/19/14 )  
 It doesn't look like US radio amateurs will be gaining a new
band  at  70  MHz  anytime  soon.  The  FCC  has  denied  a
Petition for Rule Making filed earlier this year by Glen E.
Zook,  K9STH,  of  Richardson,  Texas,  seeking  to  add  a 4
meter band to Amateur Radio's inventory of VHF allocations.
Zook had floated the proposal in 2010, and his petition was
dated January 27, 2010, but the FCC said it did not receive it
until last May. Zook asked the Commission to allocate 70.0
to  70.5  MHz  to  Amateur  Radio  because,  Zook's  Petition
asserted, "the recent migration of broadcast television stations
to  primarily  UHF  frequencies  basically  eliminates  any
probable interference to television channels 4 or 5."
VHF TV channel 4 occupies 66 to 72 MHz.

"Because the Zook Petition is based on a faulty premise --
that  broadcasting use within the 70.0-70.5  MHz band will
diminish or  cease --  its  argument  that  amateur  band users
could  operate  without  causing harmful  interference  to  any
existing service lacks sufficient support to warrant our further
consideration,  The  FCC  said  in  a  September  17  Order
denying the Petition.

The FCC pointed out that three full-power TV stations, 110
low-power TV stations and translators, and six Class A TV
stations now occupy channel 4 in the US. In addition,  the
Commission,  through  an  "ongoing  incentive  auction
proceeding,"  is  attempting  to  "repurpose"  a  portion of
television broadcast spectrum for broadband operations and
"repack the remaining TV stations into a smaller frequency
range."  Under  certain  scenarios,  the  FCC said,  channel  4
could  become  even  more  heavily  populated  by  broadcast
users in the future.

"Given  the  complexity  of  the  of  the  incentive  auction
proceeding,  we  also  conclude  that  it  would  not  serve  the
public interest to further complicate that unique undertaking
by proposing to introduce a new service into the broadcasting
frequencies at this time," the FCC said. The Order noted that
fixed  and  mobile  services  will  continue  to  operate  in  the
frequencies between channels 4 and 5 (76 to 82 MHz).

As  Zook  noted  in  his  petition,  a  4  meter  band  has  been
authorized for Amateur Radio use in the UK and in a number
of other European and African countries. The FCC said that
since it wasn't planning to grant Zook's petition, it declined to
evaluate  his  claims  "regarding  the  benefits  that  amateurs
would derive from use of the band."

ARRL  DISAGREES  WITH  NTIA  RE:
60 METERS...
                 (from the ARRL 10/01/2014)
 The  ARRL  is  taking  issue  with  the  World
Radiocommunication Conference 2015 (WRC-15) stance of
the  National  Telecommunications  and  Information
Administration (NTIA) with respect to an upgraded 60 meter
Amateur  Radio  allocation.  In response to WRC-15 agenda
item 1.4, the NTIA has called for no change at 5250-5450
kHz. The League said in comments filed September 24 in IB
Docket 04-286 that while it  concurs with the NTIA’s view
regarding 5250 to 5275 kHz — allocated to the radiolocation
service for oceanographic applications at WRC-12 — the rest
of the agency’s proposal is “unsupportable in light of actual
domestic and international practice and contains assertions of
incompatibility that are demonstrably not correct.” The US
has authorized Amateur Radio secondary operation on five
discrete channels in the 5275-5450 kHz range for more than a
decade,  the  ARRL  pointed  out,  with  no  instances  of
unresolved interference to primary users.
  “Against this backdrop, the stated reason for the no-change
proposal — that ‘[e]xperience has shown that sharing is not
possible  between  the  Amateur  Service  and  the  fixed  and
mobile service’ — fails the straight-face test,” the ARRL said
in its comments.
   The  NTIA’s  position  is  at  odds with  the  proposal for
agenda item 1.4 previously adopted by the FCC’s WRC-15
Advisory  Committee  (WAC).  In  January,  the  WAC
recommended a secondary allocation to the Amateur Radio
Service from 5275-5450 kHz,  and the FCC indicated in a
subsequent Public Notice that it could generally support this
recommendation.  The  League  cited   “a  more  disruptive
service (radiolocation) in the identical frequency range under
consideration here less than three years ago.”
   “Neither NTIA nor its constituent federal agencies have
credibly  or  persuasively articulated  why fixed  and  mobile
systems  in  the  5250-5450  kHz  range  can  withstand  the
demonstrated  potential  for  interference  from  automated,
wideband,  HF  oceanographic  radars,  but  cannot  withstand
operation  by  trained,  licensed  operators  using  smaller
bandwidths,  actually  monitoring  the  spectrum  to  be  used
before and during a transmission, and with the capability to
shift frequency immediately to avoid incidents of interference
with a primary service,” the ARRL commented.
   The League asserted that the Amateur Service deserves “the
same treatment”  that  NTIA proposed for  HF radiolocation
less than 3 years ago. “Proponents of a different treatment,
particularly a channelized treatment or a no-change approach,
have  still  not  presented  a  compelling  distinction  between
amateur  operation  and  radiolocation  that  would  justify  a
departure  from the  general  policy followed by the  United
States at WRC-12,” the ARRL concluded.
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
           Courtesy of the NG3K website

Oct01     Oct09     Turks & Caicos     VP5
Oct01     Oct21     Malawi     7Q7VW
Oct02     Oct15     West Kiribati     T30D
Oct03     Oct06     Micronesia     V63XP
Oct03     Oct09     Fiji     3D2YA
Oct03     Oct13     Austral I     TX5Z
Oct03     Oct14     Tonga     A35RT
Oct03     Oct15     Vanuatu     YJ0X
Oct04     Oct08     Bahamas     C6AAS
Oct04     Oct18     Seychelles     S79KB
Oct04     Oct19     Kenya     5Z4
Oct06     Oct20     Corsica     TK
Oct08     Oct20     Timor Leste     4W
Oct08     Oct21     Mariana Is     KH0
Oct08     Oct29     Tokelau     ZK3
Oct09     Oct24     Reunion     FR
Oct10     Oct12     Lord Howe I     VK9DJ
Oct10     Oct14     Micronesia     V6
Oct11     Oct18     Easter I     CE0Y
Oct13     Oct17     Rodrigues I     3B9
Oct13     Oct29     Lord Howe I     VK9DLX
Oct13     Nov09     South Cook Is     E51NOU
Oct15     Oct31     Zambia     9I50JO
Oct15     Dec01     Minami Torishima     JD1
Oct18     Oct26     Dominica     J79L
Oct18     Oct26     Marquesas     TX7G
Oct18     Oct27     Albania     ZA
Oct18     Oct31     Christmas I     VK9XSP
Oct19     Oct31     Timor Leste     4W
Oct20     Nov04     Madagascar     5R8M
Oct21     Oct24     Morocco     CN2Z
Oct21     Oct27     American Samoa     KH8B
Oct22     Nov01     Macao     XX9
Oct24     Nov04     Nepal     9N7CJ
Oct29     Nov04     Jersey     GJ8DX
Oct29     Nov11     Maldives     8Q7OO
Oct29     Nov11     Namibia     V5
Oct29     Nov20     Reunion     FR
Oct30     Nov10     Tromelin     FT4TA
Nov01     Nov13     Senegal     6W
Nov01     Nov30     Central Kiribati     T31R
Nov02     Nov09     Niue     E6
Nov03     Nov10     Bermuda     VP9
Nov03     Nov30     Seychelles     S79VR
Nov05     Nov18     American Samoa     KH8
Nov07     Nov10     Dodecanese     SV5
Nov08     Nov22     Macquarie I     VK0MH
Nov15     Nov30     Andaman Is     VU4KV
Nov17     Dec02     Burkina Faso     XT2AW
Nov20     Dec02     Malawi     7QAA
Nov20     Dec02     St Martin     FS

Nov23     Nov30     Anguilla     VP2EIM
Nov28     Dec04     Micronesia     V6
Dec01     Dec06     Niue     E6XG
Dec04     Dec12     Ogasawara     JD1BOX
Dec12     Jan08     Cape Verde Is     D44TWO

2015
Jan07     Jan15     Palau     T88
Jan09     Jan17     Easter I     XR0YJ
Jan11     Feb03     Haiti     HH5
Jan14     Jan29     Bonaire     PJ4B
Jan15     Jan26     Gambia     C5X
Feb15     Feb24     French Polynesia     FO
Feb18     Feb25     Svalbard     JW
Feb18     Mar16     Sint Maarten     PJ7AA
Mar11     Apr01     Malawi     7QAA
Sep15     Oct06     Tristan da Cunha     ZD9TT

MESH NETWORKING...
   Most  amateurs  who  are  also  Web  users  have  some
appreciation  of  the  meaning  of   “IP  address”  relative  to
getting their computer(s)  onto the Internet.  Briefly,  the IP
(Internet Protocol) packets of data, up to 512 to 1024 bytes in
size, travel back and forth from point to point on the Web
backbone of routers and servers and computers. Inside the IP
packets  are  commonly  the  “TCP”  (Terminal  Control
Protocol) subsections of the packets, and each of those has
their  own  formatting.   Similar  to  phone  numbers  on  the
telephone network,  IP  addresses steer  data from source  to
destination, as well as carrying data bits for error checking
and correction.
  Imagine if you will that you could modify your router to use
amateur radio callsigns instead of IP addresses.  You would
do this by “reflashing” your router's memory to accomplish
the  change.  Now with  amateur  radio  callsigns  you  could
contact and network with other amateur radio operators.
  Well, it turns out that the 2.4 GHz amateur radio band uses
WIFI “slots” 1 through 6 on the air and it is perfectly legal to
send the reworked packets containing callsigns as mentioned
above.  This technique has become a popular amateur radio
activity  in  networking over  the  Internet  and  has the name
“MESH”  networking.   Unlike  point-to-point  TCP/IP
networking, in MESH the network can be established more
like a spider web of nodes and paths, all on WIFI of course.
(This cannot be done on hard Internet connections.) 
  Therefore you can purchase a hardware router and reflash it
so it can't be used on the Internet. Then with some antenna
and radio hardware and a computer, you can join get on the
air in the 2.4 GHz band and link up with your ham friends
and pass a lot of data around at full computer speed.  
  < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_topology >
  < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesh_networking >
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AMATEUR RADIO IS A SUPER- 
POWER...
                (from the ARRL  9/23/14 )
European Commissioner for International Cooperation,
Humanitarian  Aid  and  Crisis  Response  Kristalina
Georgieva told delegates to the International Amateur
Radio  Union  Region  1  (IARU  Region  1)  General
Conference on September 22 that Amateur Radio is a
reliable information tool that can save lives in disasters.
In a statement read to Kristalina Georgieva. [Courtesy
of the European Commission]  the conference attendees
on  her  behalf  by  the  EC's  Encho  Gospidinov,
Georgieva  laid  out  a  scenario  in  which  all  modern
telecommunications and electrical power are knocked
out, and no one can help the victims, because no one
knows what has happened.

"Luckily, there is a last resort: The radio amateurs, the
people who are the eyes and the ears of the world in
time when all  other information channels are silent,"
she said. "In short, you are the last technical miracle,
which is an independent, reliable information channel,
which can transmit  an important  piece of news from
any place in the world, anytime, by anyone who knows
how to operate this wonderful creature, called radio."

Georgieva said Amateur Radio's advantage is that it is
independent  of  the  conventional  communications
infrastructure.  "A  well-trained  radioman  with  good
equipment and ever-charged batteries can be a fantastic
link  between  two  villages,  two  countries  or  two
continents," she said. "When organized in a Union, you
are  a  communication  superpower  in  times  of  total
electronic darkness."

The 24th IARU Region 1 General Conference, being
held  in  Albena,  Bulgaria,  officially  concludes
September  26.  Delegates  have  elected  Don  Beattie,
G3BJ,  as  the  next  IARU  Region  1  President,
succeeding Hans Blondeel Timmerman, PB2T. Elected
as Vice President was Faisal Al-Ajmi, 9K2RR. 

 

NUMBERS STATIONS...
              (partially from Wikipedia[TM] )
If my memory serves me right, years ago at a West Park
meeting,  Dan  WD8AJF  (now  W8AJF)  provided  a
program on Numbers Stations.  If a transmitting station
that never IDs, transmits for a few minutes in the clear
a  series  of  numbers  from some code  to  a  receiving
station somewhere in the world, on the short wave band
(3-30 MHz) there is an extremely small probability of
the  code  being  broken  or  the  source  of  the
transmissions  ever  being  located.  According  to
Wikipedia[TM]:

  A numbers station is a type of shortwave radio station
characterized by unusual broadcasts, reading out lists
of numbers or incomprehensible morse code messages.
The voices are often created by speech synthesis and
are transmitted in  a wide variety  of  languages.  The
voices are usually female, although sometimes men's or
children's voices are used.
   According to the notes of The Conet Project, which
has  compiled  recordings  of  these  transmissions,
numbers stations have been reported since World War
I.  If  accurate,  this  would  count  numbers  stations
among the earliest radio broadcasts.
  It has long been speculated, and was argued in court
in one case, that these stations operate as a simple and
foolproof  method  for  government  agencies  to
communicate  with  spies  working  undercover.
According to this theory, the messages are encrypted
with a one-time pad, to avoid any risk of decryption by
the enemy. 
  Several  articles  in  the  radio  magazine  Popular
Communications  published  in  the  1980s  and  early
1990s  described  hobbyists  using  portable  radio
direction-finding equipment to locate numbers stations
in Florida and in the Warrenton, Virginia, areas of the
United  States.  From the  outside,  they  observed  the
station's  antenna  inside  a  military  facility,  the
Warrenton  Training  Center.  The  station  hunter
speculated that the antenna's transmitter at the facility
was connected by a telephone wire pair to a source of
spoken numbers in  the Washington,  D.C.,  area.  The
author said the Federal Communications Commission
would  not  comment  on  public  inquiries  about
American territory numbers stations.
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PUBLISHED   BI-MONTHLY     BY    WEST   PARK   RADIOPS   AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB,  INC.   ----
A    NON-PROFIT   SCIENTIFIC   AND   EDUCATIONAL   CORPORATION,   FAIRVIEW PARK,  OHIO.

MEETINGS:  WEST  PARK RADIOPS  ARC meets  the  FIRST  and  THIRD  Friday evenings each month at
Cuyahoga Community College West Campus in the Health Technologies Center, 11000 Pleasant Valley Dr. at 8 PM  sharp.

Dues  $12/yr.  We welcome anyone interested in amateur radio to our meetings.
We operate Monday night nets on 147.36 MHz at 9:00 p.m. local time.

http://www.westparkradiops.org
mailto:w8vm<at>arrl.net

W8VM


